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Abstract

Introduction

Inter-observer variability (IOV) in target volume delineation is a well-documented source of geometric uncertainty in radiotherapy. Such variability has not yet been explored in the context of adaptive re-delineation based on imaging data acquired during treatment. We compared IOV in the pre- and mid-treatment setting using expert primary gross tumour volume (GTV) and clinical target volume (CTV) delineations in locoregionally advanced head-and-neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) and (non-)small cell lung cancer [(N)SCLC].

Materials and Methods

Five and six observers participated in the HNSCC and (N)SCLC arm, respectively, and provided delineations for five cases each. Imaging data consisted of CT studies partly complemented by FDG-PET and was provided in two separate phases for pre- and mid-treatment. Global delineation compatibility was assessed with a volume overlap metric (the Generalised Conformity Index), while local extremes of IOV were identified through the standard deviation of surface distances from observer delineations to a median consensus delineation. Details of delineation procedures, in particular GTV to CTV expansion and adaptation strategies, were collected through a questionnaire.
Results

Volume overlap analysis revealed a worsening of IOV in all but one case per disease site, which failed to reach significance in this small sample (p-value range 0.063-0.125). Changes in agreement were propagated from GTV to CTV delineations, but correlation could not be formally demonstrated. Surface distance based analysis identified longitudinal target extent as a pervasive source of disagreement for HNSCC. High variability in (N)SCLC was often associated with tumours abutting consolidated lung tissue or potentially invading the mediastinum. Adaptation practices were variable between observers with fewer than half stating that they consistently adapted pre-treatment delineations during treatment.

Conclusion

IOV in target volume delineation increases during treatment, where a disparity in institutional adaptation practices adds to the conventional causes of IOV. Consensus guidelines are urgently needed.
Introduction

Target volume delineation is a crucial step in the radiotherapy (RT) workflow and has also long been acknowledged as a major source of geometric uncertainty. It is increasingly based on multi-modal imaging aiming to provide sufficient contrast between tumour and unaffected regions. However, this process relies on individual physicians' experience in cases where this differentiation cannot easily be made. This leads to a large degree of inter-observer variability (IOV), which has been well-documented for many solid tumour sites [1].

Advances in medical imaging technology, standardisation of image acquisition protocols, and consensus guidelines for image interpretation have brought about some reduction of IOV in delineation of the Gross Tumour Volume (GTV), which comprises the demonstrable extent of gross disease [2,3]. Such improvements do not easily alleviate uncertainty in delineating the Clinical Target Volume (CTV), which aims to encompass potential sub-clinical disease surrounding the GTV. Since this cannot be detected by medical imaging, particular regions must be delineated based on their likelihood of involvement, which is rarely known with great certainty [4,5]. The CTV is generally constructed as an expansion of the GTV either by adding a geometrical margin or by including an anatomical area at risk of microscopic involvement.
With the advent of highly conformal dose delivery techniques (e.g. intensity-modulated and light-ion RT) and technologies to manage other sources of geometrical uncertainty (e.g. image guidance), the relative impact of delineation uncertainty on treatment success is increasing. The growing availability and frequency of repeat imaging during treatment allows for changes of both the target and normal tissue anatomy to be detected and subsequently for target volumes and RT plans to be adapted [6,7]. This has the potential to preserve the initially optimised quality of treatments throughout their course, but introduces further uncertainties in interpreting evolving imaging information. There is a lack of experience and data in the field of adaptation of target volumes during RT, which is most likely to be associated with an increase in IOV. An investigation of IOV in adaptive scenarios is therefore justified in order to compare the levels of agreement before and during treatment and to determine potential sources of disagreement arising during treatment.

The present work reports on the RETRACE study (radiooncological evaluation of target and risk structures adaptively contoured by international experts) which was launched in the Spring of 2017. Experts in the field of head and neck and lung cancer were asked to delineate target volumes on pre- and mid-treatment imaging datasets. Their compatibility between observers was evaluated and contrasted between the time points, and local sources of disagreement identified.
Materials and Methods

Patient Cases

Five patients from routine clinical practice were retrospectively selected per disease site, with HNSCC cases retrieved from University Hospital Carl Gustav Carus (Dresden, Germany) and (N)SCLC cases from MAASTRO clinic (Maastricht, The Netherlands). All patients had consented to the sharing of their data in a pseudonymised form for research purposes and ethical approval was granted by the relevant bodies of both institutions [references: EK341082016 (Dresden), P0152 (Maastricht)]. Cases of locoregionally advanced disease of different anatomical subsites were chosen to demonstrate a variety of changes on mid-treatment imaging, which are likely to prompt adaptation (table 1).

Imaging Data and Data Distribution

Imaging data consisted of computed tomography (CT) and [18F]fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) studies. While CT imaging was available for all cases and time points, FDG-PET was not always provided (see table 1). CT imaging had an in-plane resolution of approx. 1 × 1 mm² and a slice thickness of either 2 or 3 mm and was often acquired without intravenous iodine contrast in order not to jeopardize renal function, particularly in patients receiving concomitant chemotherapy. FDG-PET resolutions were approx. 4 × 4 mm² laterally and 3 or 5 mm longitudinally. Combined FDG-PET-CTs were acquired on Biograph
16 or Biograph 40 systems (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) and CT only imaging performed on Somatom Sensation Open or Somatom Definition AS scanners (Siemens Healthineers). Imaging data was stored and distributed to observers via RadPlanBio [8], a research platform hosted by the German Cancer Consortium, which provides authenticated and encrypted data exchange. It was also used to confidentially collect observer delineations in the form of DICOM-RT structure sets.

**Observers and Target Volume Delineation**

Five and six international radiation oncologists with respective expertise in HNSCC or (N)SCLC were recruited and asked to delineate the primary tumour GTV and CTV. They were instructed to adhere to their routine procedures and utilise their in-house treatment planning system, such that a representative sample of current clinical practice can be obtained. Once pre-treatment delineations were received, mid-treatment imaging data was made available after a period of at least one week. Alongside imaging data, observers were provided with a summary of clinical findings for each case and questionnaires soliciting comments on their delineation process, in particular on GTV to CTV expansion technique and on the influence of pre-treatment delineation on mid-treatment delineations.
Data Preparation

All processing of delineations was carried out in custom software built using facilities provided by the SciPy library [9]. Observer delineations were transformed into binary volumes discretised at the corresponding CT resolution by labelling all voxels whose centre lies inside of or on an observer’s delineation. These volumes were subsequently resampled longitudinally to yield a voxel size of approx. $1 \times 1 \times 1$ mm$^3$. Median consensus delineations were then generated as the collection of all voxels included by at least half the observers.

Delineation Compatibility Assessment

A variety of methods for comparing volume segmentations exists [10,11]. We utilised a metric based on volume overlap for global compatibility assessment and one based on surface distances to identify local extremes of IOV.

Volume Overlap

Given a set of delineations $\{D_i\}$, volume-based metrics are generally computed from their intersection (common delineation) $D_i \cap D_j$, and their union (encompassing delineation) $D_i \cup D_j$. We employed an extension of the Dice Similarity Coefficient for omnibus comparisons, the Generalised Conformity Index $(C_{\text{gen}})$ defined as:

$$C_{\text{gen}} = \frac{\sum_{j>i}|D_i \cap D_j|}{\sum_{j>i}|D_i \cup D_j|}$$
where the sums run over all unique inter-pairings of delineations [12]. Its central advantage lies in the independence of the number of observers, thus enabling a meaningful comparison of cases with incomplete sets of delineations.

5 **Surface Distance**

We implemented the Bi-directional Local Distance Measure (BLDM) described by Kim et al. [13] as the primary tool to evaluate distances between delineations. It works on surface voxels and is an extension of minimum distance type metrics, designed to handle asymmetric comparisons, wherein forward associations between a voxel on the reference surface \( p_{\text{ref}} \) and its closest counterpart on the test surface \( p_{\text{test}} \) are not reproduced when the search is run in reverse. After finding the so-called forward minimum distance at \( p_{\text{ref}} \), BLDM identifies all points on the test surface whose closest point on the reference surface is \( p_{\text{ref}} \). The largest of this set of reverse minimum distances and the forward minimum distance is then assigned as the surface distance at \( p_{\text{ref}} \). The authors did not explicitly state how to treat cases where no test-voxel is reversely associated to \( p_{\text{ref}} \), but this is likely to only occur when the forward minimum distance is already the largest distance which can be assigned, and so we did.

BLDM was extended to differentiate between inward and outward associations, by assigning a negative distance to \( p_{\text{ref}} \) if the associated \( p_{\text{test}} \) lies on the interior of the reference surface. The set of surface distances between a point on the median consensus delineation and all observer delineations should then be roughly
distributed symmetrically around zero and their surface distance standard deviation (SDSD) be a meaningful measure of local IOV at that point. In order to summarise surface-based IOV for a whole volume, the root-mean-square error (RMSE) was computed from all voxel SDSDs.

Statistical Analysis

IOV was individually quantified for each disease site, case, target volume, and time point, in terms of $C_l\text{gen}$ and RMSE. Differences in IOV between the two time points were probed with two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank tests and correlations between GTV and CTV IOV evolution with Spearman rank correlation. A significance criterion of $p<0.05$ applies throughout and all hypothesis tests and correlations were carried out in R (version 3.5.1, [14]).

In order to identify local extremes of IOV, a $\chi^2$ statistic was computed for each surface voxel $i$ of a given consensus delineation [15]:

$$\chi_i^2 = (N_{\text{obs}} - 1) \left( \frac{SDSD_i}{RMSE} \right)^2$$

where $N_{\text{obs}}$ is the number of observers whose delineations are included in the comparison and $RMSE^2$ is taken as an estimate of the surface distance variance. Voxels were then classified as significantly variable if their $\chi_i^2$ exceeded the one-sided $\alpha = 0.001$ critical value of the $\chi^2$ distribution with $N_{\text{obs}} - 1$ degrees of freedom.
Results

A total of 206 delineations were received out of an anticipated 220, with omissions due to a perceived lack of imaging quality (n=10) and observer drop-out (n=4). Mean pre-treatment GTVs aggregated over all cases and observers were 44 ml (range: 1-122) and 271 ml (range: 35-723) for HNSCC and (N)SCLC, respectively. Mid-treatment GTVs were reduced to 34 ml (range: 2-108) and 236 ml (range: 24-1113). Mean pre-treatment CTVs respectively measured 110 ml (range: 11-265) and 447 ml (range: 90-1073) for HNSCC and (N)SCLC, reducing to 91 ml (range: 13-216) and 412 ml (range: 77-1530) mid-treatment. None of the changes in mean volumes were significant. Supplementary table 1 lists detailed figures per case.

In terms of volume overlap ($C_{\text{gen}}$), IOV worsened for nearly all target volumes from pre- to mid-treatment, except for HNSCC case 2 whose GTV suffered a reduction of agreement, but whose CTV was delineated marginally more consistently, and (N)SCLC case 1, which saw moderate improvement for both GTV and CTV. This general reduction of agreement failed to reach significance in this small selection of cases. It was most notable for HNSCC GTVs ($p=0.063$) while the remaining comparisons (HNSCC CTV and both (N)SCLC volumes) all yielded $p=0.125$.

Correlations between $C_{\text{gen}}$ changes of corresponding GTVs and CTVs were hinted at, but not significant, and slightly less pronounced in the HNSCC cohort ($\rho=0.8$, $p=0.133$) than for (N)SCLC ($\rho=0.9$, $p=0.083$). Figure 1 provides a summary and
illustration of $C_{\text{gen}}$ changes, while detailed results can be found in supplementary table 1.

Surface distance based global IOV (RMSE) was characterised by less noticeable changes from pre- to mid-treatment. All cases but one per anatomical site (HNSCC case 2, (N)SCLC case 3) showed reduced agreement for both GTV and CTV, with changes mostly minute and non-significant (supplementary figure 1, supplementary table 1). In HNSCC locally significant deviations frequently clustered around caudal and cranial borders, both of the target volumes themselves and of anatomical features which observers excluded (e.g. borders of thyroid cartilage). Significantly variable voxels on the GTV surface often had no analogue on the CTV surface. In (N)SCLC large discrepancies were generally associated with consolidated lung tissue or potential invasion of the mediastinum, and significant deviations often propagated from GTV to CTV surfaces. An example of such discrepancies is shown in Figure 2, (N)SCLC case 5, due to severe lung atelectasis.

Contouring questionnaires revealed differing GTV to CTV expansion practices for the two disease sites. In (N)SCLC almost all observers adopted an isotropic expansion of 5 mm with rare editing for anatomical boundaries at both time points. In the HNSCC cohort, on the other hand, the expansion from GTV to CTV employed larger isotropic margins (mean: 7.6 mm) and CTV delineations were more extensively edited to exclude anatomy not at risk of involvement. Mid-treatment
GTV delineations were more often adapted from their pre-treatment counterparts after image registration in the HNSCC cohort (14/23 vs 9/28 observers and cases), the remainder having been delineated *de novo* on the mid-treatment imaging data. If pre-treatment HNSCC delineations were used after registration, they were consistently adapted to anatomical changes by two observers, and the mid-treatment CTV extended to cover at least the pre-treatment GTV by one observer. Similar adaption was performed by one and two observers, respectively, for (N)SCLC cases. Observers universally indicated that all provided imaging had been used for delineation, and frequently stated that additional imaging data would have been desirable, in particular magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for HNSCC and FDG-PET in (N)SCLC cases for which it was not provided. The lack of contrast enhanced CT was cited as a limitation by both groups of observers.
Discussion

We investigated differences in IOV between primary target volume delineations performed on pre- and mid-treatment imaging of HNSCC and (N)SCLC patients. There was a general trend of reduction in agreement for both disease sites and volumes, albeit one which failed to reach significance. Uncertainty in craniocaudal target extent and interpretation of consolidated lung tissue or invasion of the mediastinum were identified as the most common causes of IOV in HNSCC and (N)SCLC, respectively, at either stage.

Delineation accuracy is dependent on the quality and tumour-specific contrast of the imaging data. Mid-treatment imaging studies will likely remain at a disadvantage in this regard, due to the lower availability and greater cost of high-contrast imaging modalities (i.e. PET and MRI). They are also sensitive to general treatment induced changes (e.g. increased perfusion), further complicating their interpretation.

The complete lack of FDG-PET imaging for mid-treatment HNSCC delineations is a possible explanation of the IOV increase seen for GTVs there, which was the most drastic change found in this study. In clinical practice, however, FDG-PET acquisition prior to treatment adaptation is rarely performed, for it is scarcely available at short notice and holds significant drawbacks caused by peritumoral inflammation [16]. Investigations of the impact of FDG-PET on IOV in pre-treatment HNSCC target
delineation are rare, but the few that have been performed report no significant change based on GTV size comparisons alone while acknowledging that more experience and training is needed to fully utilise the additional information offered by this then relatively novel modality [17,18]. More faith is placed in the inclusion of MRI for certain HNSCC subsites (e.g. oropharynx, oral cavity) with community guidelines recommending it more highly [19]. Its effect on pre-treatment IOV is debateable, however, with no significant changes found in primary GTVs for HNSCC of the pharynx and larynx by Geets et al. [20] based on volume overlap analyses. More recently Rasch et al. [21] did find improved agreement in nasopharyngeal CTVs when providing co-registered MRI alongside CT imaging, as well as giving more precise instructions, to which the authors attribute much of the improvement prior to treatment. They originally found surface distance based IOV to be highest at the inferior target edge, which was successfully reduced by instructing observers to consider non-axial image reconstructions. MRI is uniquely capable of providing primary non-axial acquisitions with excellent longitudinal resolution and might thus be well placed to alleviate the largest local source of IOV found also in this study.

There is a stronger evidence for the benefit of FDG-PET in NSCLC, in particular in the pre-treatment setting. Steenbakkers et al. [3] found a general reduction in IOV when adding co-registered pre-treatment FDG-PET to CT imaging. They were able to show that local IOV was initially largest at tumour-atelectasis boundaries, by performing surface distance based analyses on sub-regions of the median surface...
classified by interface type. This source of IOV was most strikingly reduced by the additional information and specific instructions to exclude atelectatic regions showing no FDG uptake, but still remained considerable. A similar analysis by Karki et al. [22] confirmed these findings and also investigated the use of MRI for GTV delineation. They found FDG-PET-based delineations to be most consistent among observers for all interface types except where the target is adjacent to normal lung parenchyma where CT imaging had a slight advantage. MRI did not offer IOV improvement over FDG-PET-CT with the MR sequences trialled, but was conjectured to be of benefit in scenarios where FDG-PET specificity is limited (e.g. inflammation). Perplexingly, the instances affected by atelectasis in this study were among the most highly variable despite the availability of FDG-PET. This suggests that additional imaging information can only be utilised to reduce IOV if complemented with specific guidelines for interpretation. Atelectasis is not only a major source of disagreement, it is also common and dynamic. Kwint et al. [23] found nearly 20% of a series of 1800 mid-treatment cone beam CTs to demonstrate development or resolution of atelectasis. Tumour regression and progression were observed in 35% and 10%, respectively, signalling a great potential for adaptive target re-delineation. Such changes were generally well reacted to in our study, but no comment can be made on the specific benefit of FDG-PET in this regard.

It must be acknowledged that IOV reduction does not necessarily improve delineation accuracy, which can only be directly assessed by comparisons of
imaging-derived target volumes against macro- and microscopic disease extent found in resection specimen. Some such efforts have been undertaken to determine the accuracy of various imaging modalities and segmentation methods for GTV definition [e.g. 24-26]. Studies have also been conducted to find pathology-guided CTV margins, either based on the distances of macroscopic tumour extension beyond GTVs defined on various imaging modalities [27], or considering microscopic extension around macroscopic tumour borders [28,29]. These and the very few similar studies have demonstrated that validation against a true reference is possible, but plagued by many difficulties, including small sample sizes, the laborious correction of tissue deformations, and differences in the spectrum of disease suitable for resection and that typically treated with RT. The resulting scarcity of high-quality measurements hinders their acceptance and utilisation in clinical practice and more detailed studies are urgently needed. This is especially true for resected tumours which have undergone neo-adjuvant RT, since very little is known about the correspondence between macroscopic imaging changes and the evolving spatial distribution of microscopic disease under therapy.

Differing adaptation practices are likely to have contributed to the increase in IOV observed during therapy, with a few observers conservatively maintaining coverage of pre-treatment targets, while others redefined targets more freely based on new imaging information. This is where consensus building is most acutely required, and it should start with a comprehensive categorization of relevant intra-therapeutic
changes for different disease sites and imaging modalities. Options for treatment adaptation could then be recommended based on the capability of the available imaging modalities to detect those changes, which will ensure that guidance is available even if the most state-of-the-art imaging is not. Moreover, a framework of adaptation options should be developed in order to provide a systematic nomenclature for the continuing implementation and subsequent evaluation of adaptive RT procedures. Current developments are expected to lead to increased utilisation of treatment adaptation either to counteract delivery uncertainties (light-ion RT) or due to an increased availability of high-quality mid-treatment imaging (integrated MR-guidance). This must be supported by community-driven consensus guidelines if we are to take meaningful advantage of it.

One limitation of this study was its small sample size, resulting in severely underpowered hypothesis tests. Our main instrument for detecting significant changes in IOV (Wilcoxon signed-rank test on $C_{\text{gen}}$) can only yield $p \geq 0.063$ with five cases, but more powerful parametric alternatives cannot credibly be employed. When testing for $C_{\text{gen}}$ changes pooled across disease sites, one obtains $p$-values of 0.006 and 0.014 for GTVs and CTVs, respectively. While not entirely meaningful, these results demonstrate that IOV increase during therapy is a significant effect overall. It must also be recognised that most comparison metrics require a reference against which to compare observer delineations, yet no true reference exists. While the volume overlap metric is reference-free, surface distance based
assessments depended on the median consensus delineation as a reference. Since only the spread of measurements relative to it was ultimately analysed, its influence on the final result was reduced, but remains a limitation. Another limitation lies in the quality of imaging provided. It often fell short of current recommendations [19,30], especially the lack of iodine contrast in CT studies and the range of other modalities offered.

In summary, this study has demonstrated that IOV in target volume delineation increases during treatment. While the prominent causes of disagreement are similar at both phases, additional IOV is introduced at mid-treatment due to differing adaptation practices. This disparity and its underlying uncertainties regarding the development of macro- and microscopic target volumes under treatment require more detailed investigations, while high-contrast and comprehensive imaging should be acquired whenever possible to provide clarity in scenarios known to lead to large IOV without it.
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Tables

Table 1: Overview of cases and provided imaging data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease site</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Tumour characteristics</th>
<th>PET availability</th>
<th>MT imaging time [treatment week]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HNSCC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Oropharynx</td>
<td>T4N2M0</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hypopharynx</td>
<td>T4N3M0</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Palatine tonsils</td>
<td>T1N2bM0</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Larynx</td>
<td>T3N2cM0</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Oropharynx</td>
<td>T4N2bM0</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N)SCLC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Left pulm. hilum</td>
<td>T4N2M0</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Right upper lobe</td>
<td>T3N0M0</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Right pulm. hilum</td>
<td>T4N2M0</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Left upper lobe</td>
<td>T4N0M0</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Right lower lobe</td>
<td>T3N0M0</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: PET, positron emission tomography; (P/M)T, (pre/mid)-treatment; pulm., pulmonary.

Notes: *clinical assignments cT cN cM; † small cell lung cancer.

Supplementary table 1: Delineated volumes and their agreement per case and time point.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease site</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Delineation summaries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N_{obs}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HNSCC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N)SCLC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations/Symbols: (P/M)T, (pre/mid)-treatment; N_{obs}, Number of observers providing delineations; SD, standard deviation; CI_{gen}, generalized conformity index; RMSE, root-mean-square error.
Figures

**Volume overlap measures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease site</th>
<th>GTV</th>
<th>CTV</th>
<th>GTV</th>
<th>CTV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HNSCC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N)SCLC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CI\textsuperscript{gen}**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time point</th>
<th>Cl\textsubscript{gen} Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Wilcoxon signed rank test on Cl\textsubscript{gen}</th>
<th>Spearman rank correlation of Cl\textsubscript{gen} change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>p=0.125</td>
<td>p=0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td></td>
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**Figure 1:** Statistical overview of delineation overlap metrics. The Generalised Conformity Index (CI\textsubscript{gen}) is shown for each case and time point for Gross Tumour Volume (GTV) and Clinical Target Volume (CTV) delineations. Its summary statistics are printed underneath alongside the results of 1) hypothesis tests for a non-zero change in CI\textsubscript{gen} when transitioning from pre- to mid-treatment time points (PT to MT), and 2) the correlations of those CI\textsubscript{gen} changes between GTV and CTV.
delineations. The changes in Dice Similarity Coefficients (DSC) for each observer relative to a median consensus delineation (i.e. the collection of voxels delineated by at least half the observers) are depicted for comparison.
Figure 2: Illustration of surface distance based IOV in GTV delineation for a cT3N0M0 NSCLC of the right lower lobe before (left column) and during (right
column) treatment. The local standard deviation of surface distances from observers' delineations to the median consensus delineation (SDSD) is displayed on the median consensus surface (top row) in a saturated colour scale. Axial (middle row) and coronal (bottom row) CT slices are superimposed with the median consensus delineation alongside individual observer delineations drawn in pastels. Distributions of SDSD values and slice positions are shown in the top row.
Supplementary figure 1: Statistical overview of surface distance based compatibility metrics. The standard deviations of distances from observer delineations to a median consensus delineation (i.e. the collection of voxels delineated by at least half the observers) are computed per voxel and aggregated over the whole volume as a root-mean-square error (RMSE). RMSE is shown for each case and time point for Gross Tumour Volume (GTV) and Clinical Target Volume (CTV) delineations. Its summary statistics are printed underneath alongside.
the results of 1) hypothesis tests for a non-zero change in RMSE when transitioning from pre- to mid-treatment time points (PT to MT), and 2) the correlations of those RMSE changes between GTV and CTV delineations. The evolution of observers' Mean Surface Distance (MSD) over the whole surface relative to the consensus delineation are shown for comparison.